Tests performed on the determinant of the correlation matrix and main diagonal elements of the inverse of the correlation matrix show the presence of multicollinearity. To obtain acceptable estimates of the parameters we adopt a Bayesian model. used by the ith farm, X3i = value of seeds and fertilizers (owned and purchased) used by the ith farm (rupees), and u, are random disturbances.
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The variables used here are slightly different from those of Srivastava and N agadevara. They included irrigation charges in X3 whereas we do not. For this reason, our estimates will differ from theirs when least-squares estimation is applied (table I) .
Elasticity of land, given by the estimate of f3l, is negative possibly due to the existence of multicollinearity. Existence of multicollinearity can be detected by examining the correlation matrix ofxt>x2, and X 3 and its inverse which are given in equations (2) Bayesian analysis has been applied on CobbDouglas production function models by Zellner, Kmenta, and Dreze who specified "noninformative" prior distributions for the parameters. In our model we use "informative" prior distributions instead since definite information about the bounds of some of the parameters were available beforehand. In equations (14), (15) (5) and (6) 0~f33~1.
The model in equation (1) can be rewritten as For this reason, the estimation method in our model differs from theirs. In our Bayesian model the elasticities of land, labor, and fertilizer are taken to be nonnegative. Also, from analysis conducted elsewhere and from the existing knowledge in agriculture, we firmly believed that the elasticities do not exceed unity. No extra restriction is imposed on the returns to scale other than the one through the restrictions on the elasticities. Based on the above observations, the prior restrictions on the parameters in equation (1) are
where f3' = (f30, f3l> f32' f33), 13 is the least-squares estimator of f3, and Y is an n X 4 matrix of observations of explanatory variables. The expression,
is the usual residual sum of squares for leastsquares estimation, and n , which is the number of farms, is equal to 90 in our model. (8) is (7) z, = f30 + f31 Yli + f32 Y2i + f33 Y3i + u.,
X3i' and f30 = log A. The disturbances u, are assumed to be independently and normally distributed with zero means and variances u 2 • In vector form, equation (7) can be written as:
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Estimates of the Coefficients Method /30 /31 {32 /33 Table 2 . Bayesian Estimates of the Parameters distribution will give modes as the estimates. This method resembles maximum likelihood estimation. The second method will give posterior means as the estimates which are optimal when the loss function is a quadratic one. When the marginal posterior distribution, equation (18), is maximized with respect to {3.. {32' and {33 to obtain the modes, essentially the following quadratic programming problem is solved:
(19) min ({3t -/3.. {32 -/32, {33 -/33) (h ll -h t 2 h22-t h 2 t ) ({3t -/3.. {32 -/32, {33 -/33)', subject to 0~{31~1, 0~{32~1, and 0~{33~. 1. In our example, application of quadratic programming procedure, equation (19), gives zero as the mode of {3t. This is what it should be because truncation of {31 occurs at zero. A zero estimate for {3t is not very interesting, at least not in our case.
As suggested in the second method, posterior means and posterior variances of {31, {32, and {33 are obtained from equation (18) by numerical integrations over the restricted space of {3t, {32 and {33' Posterior mean of {30 is obtained from the following relation derived from equation (17) Results obtained by the Bayesian approach are consistent with prior knowledge. Also, the posterior variances of {31, {32, and {33 are lower than the variances given by least squares. Besides correcting {3t, the Bayesian approach also corrected other coefficients. We believe that more correct estimates of all the parameters are obtained by the Bayesian approach. Our belief is based on the premise that multicollinearity usually distorts the estimates of all the parameters and not just one. Restricted least squares also yields point estimates of the parameters in cases where there are inequality constraints. The Bayesian method has an added advantage because it gives explicit posterior probability distribution and posterior means and variances of the parameters. Also, the Bayesian method can incorporate different types of prior distributions other than uniform. In any case, re- ricted least squares will give zero estimate for {3t 10 our example.
Conclusions
The method of estimation given in the preceding sections is quite general and is applicable to the class of problems in regression analysis when a subset or all of the parameters are known to lie within certain ranges based on a priori knowledge and when least squares produce results which are inconsistent with that knowledge. Prior distributions other than uniform can also be taken. Computational problems involving numerical integrations become increasingly difficult with the increase in the number of parameters, although they are not impossible to handle on large computers. [Received February 1974; reVISIOn accepted January 1975.] 
